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5

Abstract6

In this paper, the generation mechanism of radiated EMI noise in inverter circuit is analyzed.7

On the basis of analyzing the equivalent model of common mode and differential mode8

radiated EMI noise, the radiated EMI noise is separated by common mode and differential9

mode by using the fast Fourier transform principle. The effectiveness of the radiated EMI10

noise separation method is verified by experiments.11

12

Index terms— high-power inverter, electromagnetic interference(emi), radiation emission (re), common mode13
radiation,14

ith the rapid development of power electronics, inverter systems with highpower inverter power supply as15
the core are more and more widely used in large-scale power equipment [1][2][3][4][5].However, the increase of16
power density leads to the increasingly complex electromagnetic environment inside the inverter system [6][7][8]17
??9][10].The resulting radiated electromagnetic interference can cause equipment failure and pose a potential18
hazard to the safe and reliable operation of itself and other surrounding equipment [11][12]. Therefore, it is19
necessary to study the mechanism of radiated electromagnetic interference of high-power inverters [13].20

The radiated EMI noise is generated by the inverter circuit and the loop equivalent antenna [14][15]. The21
device under tested (EUT)is placed at the coordinates , the measured point is at x, and the length of the EUT22
equivalent radiating antenna is l, then the equivalent radiated antenna is measured. The distance between points23
can be expressed as Where R is the distance between the origin and the point to be measured, and n is the unit24
vector in the R direction. The wavelength corresponding to the radiation noise is25

In the above formula, c is 3 × 10^8m/s, ? is the wavelength corresponding to the radiation noise, and f is the26
frequency of the radiated EMI noise caused by the EUT.27

Because the size of the high-power inverter power cabinet is 800mm × 500mm × 1500mm (width × depth28
× height), and according to the simulation calculation f is about 80kHz, ? is 3750m, the transmission control29
cabinet The size is obviously less than 1/10 of the wavelength of the radiation. It can be considered that the30
above radiation test condition is a small size characteristic, and the current density in the equivalent antenna is31
J, which can be derived.32

A is a retarded potential, and k is the wave vector. The term in the denominator of (3) can be omitted, and33
will be expanded by34

The first two parts of equation ( ??) represent electric dipole common mode radiation and magnetic dipole35
differential mode radiation, respectively.36

1 II.37

2 Radiated EMI Noise Modeling a) Common mode EMI noise38

model39

As shown in Fig. 1, for common mode radiation, it can be equivalent to an electric dipole antenna, and the delay40
potential is the first part of equation (4). c = f ? (2)41
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7 IV. RADIATED EMI NOISE SEPARATION EXPERIMENT

dV R n x ? ? ? ? ? ?? ? ? ? ? ? (3) n x ? ? ? jkn x e ? ? ? kn x ? ? . 0 ( )(1 ) 4 jkR e A(x)= J x jkn x dV ?44
? ? ? ? ?? ? ? ? (4) 0 ( ) ( ) 4 j k eR e A x J x dV R ? ? ? ? ? ? (5)45
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3 Introduction : ?47

In the electric dipole antenna, there are ni particles with a velocity of vi and a charge of qi per unit volume. then48
Where is the first derivative of the electric dipole moment versus time.49

Therefore, the magnetic field strength, electric field strength, energy flow density and radiation power of the50
electric dipole can be derived.51

According to equation ( ??) and Maxwell’s equations, the calculated common mode radiated noise generated52
by the electric dipole at far field r is I CM is the common mode current in the electric dipole, l is the length53
of the electric dipole antenna, and r is the distance between the measured point and the center of the electric54
dipole. Therefore, equations ( ??), (9), and (1) can describe the principle and model of electric dipole common55
mode radiation noise.56

4 b) Differential mode EMI noise model57

As shown in Fig. 2, for differential mode radiation, it can be equivalent to a magnetic dipole antenna, which58
delays the second part of the potential size formula (4).59

5 Fig. 2: Differential mode noise model60

The magnetic field strength, electric field strength, energy flow density and radiant power of the magnetic dipole61
antenna are From the equation ( 11) and the Maxwell equations, considering the grounding total reflection, the62
differential mode radiated noise of the magnetic dipole antenna at the far field r I DM is the differential mode63
current in the magnetic dipole, A is the area of the magnetic dipole antenna, and r is the distance between the64
measured point and the center of the electric dipole. Therefore, equations (11), (12), and Fig. 2 can describe the65
principle and model of magnetic dipole differential mode radiated noise.66

6 III. Radiated EMI Noise Separation Miethod67

The second section of the above section establishes the electric dipole common mode radiation and the magnetic68
dipole differential mode radiation acoustic model, The nature of the radiated noise is analyzed when the radiated69
noise is suppressed. Therefore, this section designs a radiated noise separation method based on short-time70
fast Fourier transform and independent component analysis for common mode noise and differential mode noise71
electromagnetic characteristics. i i i i J n q v ? ? (6) i i P= q v ?(7)CM CM flI E r ? ? ? (9) 0 ( ) ( ) 4 jkR jk e72
A x = J x n x dV R ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? (10) 0 2 ( ) 4 jkR DM e B A= m n n c R ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 0 ( ) 4 jkR DM e E73
cB A m n cR ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 2 4 0 2 2 3 2 sin 32 DM m S c R ? ? ? ? ? n 2 4 0 3 12 DM m P c ? ? ? ?(11) 2 1474

2.632 10DM DM f AI E r ? ? ?(12)75
Using the field probe to receive the radiated noise Z1(t),Z2(t),...ZN(t) of the N sets of EUTs, perform short-time76

fast Fourier transform on the acquired time domain signal Z(t) . Where ? (t) is the time window and * indicates77
its conjugate complex number. The time-rate energy distribution (instantaneous power spectral density) of the78
STFT is the square of the STFT(t, f) modulus.79

The digital representation of the STFT can be derived from the equations ( ??3) and ( ??4).80
Where N represents the amount of FFT data, and n and k represent the discrete time number of the time-81

frequency and the number of frequency grids, respectively. In the application, the fast algorithm of equation (82
16) is generally implemented by Fourier transform.83

Through independent component analysis, the characteristics of the received noise signal are extracted, and84
then the short-time fast Fourier transform is used to convert the separated time domain noise signal into85
the frequency domain, and compared with the circuit under test, the source of the radiated electromagnetic86
interference noise is located. the specific method implementation steps are as follows: frequency detection range87
of 10 kHz to 2 GHz as shown in Fig. ??. The multi track high-speed oscilloscope uses the Tektronix DPO520488
model with a bandwidth of up to 2 GHz and four test channels with a sampling rate range of 5 GS/s -10 GS/s. In89
the experiment, the sampling rate of the oscilloscope DPO5204 is set to 1GS/s, and the EUT radiated noise time90
domain signal can be acquired. Firstly, the radiated noise mixed time domain signal of the high-power inverter91
power supply is collected. The measured near-field noise test result is shown in Fig. 6. After the noise signal is92
introduced into MATLAB, the time domain characteristics of the noise ( ) | ( ) | SPEC t f STFT t f ? ? ? (14) 193
1 0 2 ( ) [ ( )]exp( ) N i ki STFT n k = x i-n j N ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? (15) 2 ( ) | ( ) | SPEC n k STFT t f ? ? ?(16)94

7 IV. Radiated EMI Noise Separation Experiment95

This verification experiment uses a multi track high speed oscilloscope to measure the radiated noise time domain96
signal of the EUT through a mufti channel test port with a near-field magnetic field probe, as shown in Fig. ??.97

The near-field magnetic field probe uses Rhode & Schwarz’s near-field probe set HZ-11, which has a signal are98
shown in Fig. 6 (a). Perform independent component analysis, as shown in Fig. 6(b). There are two independent99
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noise signals Z1(t) and Z2(t). The timefrequency analysis is shown in Fig. 7. As can be seen from Fig. 7(a), the100
data with the strongest energy in the noise is extracted as shown in Table 1. The average value of the data in101
the table is about 240 MHz. It can be seen that the noise is strongest around 240 MHz, and the internal inverse102
is observed. The variable circuit found that the crystal frequency of the control board is 30MHz, and 240MHz103
is its frequency multiplication, so the noise is the radiation noise generated by the 30MHz crystal oscillator. As104
seen in Fig. 7(b), the noise is the strongest at 300KHz, and the noise signal data at the strongest energy is105
extracted as shown in Table 2. The average value is 299.85KHz, which is compared with the internal inverter106
circuit. The power master chip operates at a frequency of 100 kHz and 300 kHz as its frequency multiplier.107
Therefore, the noise after the separation is the radiation noise of the 100 KHz master chip. It can be seen that108
the radiation noise of the device is mainly generated by the 30M crystal oscillator and the 100KHz main control109
chip. 1 and 2, the energy intensity of the 30MHz noise signal is stronger in the noise signals after separation110
between the two groups. Therefore, the 30MHz noise signal is the main cause of the radiation noise exceeding111
the standard of the device under test. From the above analysis, the 30MHz crystal oscillator is large. The main112
reason for the excessive radiation noise of the power inverter power supply cabinet provides a theoretical basis113
for the suppression of subsequent radiation noise.114

8 Conclusion115

In short, the mechanism of radiated EMI noise generation in inverter circuit has been analyzed, and the116
method of common mode and differential mode separation of radiated EMI noise by using the principle of117
fast Fourier transform is proposed. The effectiveness of the method of radiating EMI noise separation is verified118
by experiments. Sex. As a result, a better solution to EMI noise can be proposed. 1 2 3
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Figure 6: Fig. 6 :
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Figure 7: Fig. 7 :
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Figure 8: Table 1 :
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Figure 9: Table 2 :
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